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Violence that occurs in and around premises licensed for the on-site sale and consumption of alcohol continues to burden public services, including the NHS. This project developed an intervention for delivery by environmental health practitioners (EHPs) to premises that had a history of violence occurring. This project assessed the impact of this intervention on police-recorded violence, considered the acceptability of the intervention to both EHPs and premises staff and further considered the costs and benefits of this approach.

This project has successfully delivered an evaluation of a large complex intervention and is the first to test this approach in the licensed trade in the UK. Results indicate that the intervention was associated with an increase in police-recorded violence. The intervention successfully reached virtually all premises that were eligible to receive it and the approach was broadly acceptable to both EHPs and premises staff owing to its statutory nature. Secondary analyses suggest that the greater the intervention dose (in this sense, the more enforcement of change provided by EHPs), the more likely the intervention is to have an effect. However, enforcement through follow-up visits was rarely used by EHPs suggesting partial implementation failure. The intervention may require a longer period to embed in normal practice and the use of a multiagency approach to promote full implementation. Smaller independent premises were less responsive to the intervention and may require such enforcement to promote action. Methodological problems might also have influenced results: premises closure meant that the trial was underpowered, police data may not be reliable to target the intervention and assess outcome effectiveness, and intervention premises might have received greater attention from the police and related authorities and, therefore, had more violence recorded for them. Additional work is required to understand how best to integrate health data into future projects so that more robust outcomes can be used.
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